








child a number. 
A telephone number, that is. 'Cause if you're at work when the children come 
home from school, they should know how to reach you. 
And be sure to: 
□ Have them check in with a trusted neighbor. 
□ Teach them to keep the door locked and not let anyone in without your 
perm1ss10n. 
A message from 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida's Safety and 
Security Department 
C O N T E N T S 
FEATURE 
0 Mission Investigate: Uncovering Fraud and Abuse - The company's Special Investigations Unit expects to recover more than a million dollars this year ... 
DEPARTMENTS 
f) From The Top -Tom Dunn reminds employees "It's Good To Have The Blues Behind United Way." 
(t Employees Only -The secret to success for secretaries; incentives to give the United Way. 
0 Florida Focus -Partners in Achievement takes business training into the classroom; revive your cost center with CPR, the Corporate Print Reduction program. 
fl& 
fl 
In The Spotlight -A friendly visit with Russian sailors; a QWL brainstom1 does everything but dampen the spirits of the Facilities and Office Services division; new equipment will save the company $400,000 a year; people in the news; service anniversaries and new employees. 
PostScript - Survey says: more communication is key ... 
SNAPSHOTS 
0 Career Corner -What it takes to be a boss. 
f) Manager's Memo -Essentials of caring leadership. 
f) For Your Benefit -What the MediScript program means to you ... 
On the cover: Tom Dunn visits kids at Woodland Acres Boys and Girls Club, one of many community programs and services that receives funding from the United Way. BCBSF, a corporate sponsor of the United Way, encourages all employees to pledge their financial support during this year's fundraising campaign. Cover photograph by Kelly LaDuke. 
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DEMOGRAPHICS OF RESPONDENTS: Job level Non-exempt .................... .56 per Professional... .................. 29 per 
information in print. While this is good news for those of us who like to write, it is bad news for trees. When you consider the number of all� employee memos, flyers, reports, updates and departmenta I newsletters that 
iilRlilill�li!!lllll(tt1 
Managerial... ................... 12 per Executive ............................ 2 per Gender 
fflillltllliilltr([iliiillllllll lll Female .............................. 7 4 per Male ................................. 23 per .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.-.-.-.-.-.·.·.·.·.-.-.· · · · · . 
·;=;;;;;;:,::::: ,,r m, ••�� �� ���''.'.' '.: ::::: Location Northeast region .............. 60 per 
cross your desk each week, it's easy to see why face-to� face communications and meetings are gaining popularity. Feeling the way I do about meetings, and understanding that I will read a cereal box, I have to tell you that this trend away from printed materials troubles me. I attribute it to the fact that people are so busy they have no time to read, and also to the fact that at most of the meetings held at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, there is free food. Although there is no free food in Profile, it earns favorable ratings. [See chart 4] There is room for improvement. There always is. So you'll begin to see changes in Profile's design and contents over the next few months, beginning in this issue. I'll keep 
testing the changes with you to make sure it meets your needs; you can help by completing and returning reader survey cards as they appear in future issues. Of course there is more, much more, about communications. But in the interest of space and time, I'll just share one more chart that shows who responded to the survey. If you're interested in the complete survey results, let me know.■ 
.•· �;./4 �.') Mtl� 
Southern region ............... 19 per Central region .................... 5 per West Coast region .............. 5 per Northwest region .............. . .  3 per Longevity of employment Less than one year. ........... 11 per, 1-3 years ......................... 30 per, 4�6 years .......................... 20 peri 7-10 years ........................ 11 per, 11 years or more ............... 2 7 peri 
:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:❖:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:❖:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:❖:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-=•=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=· 
* The survey was conducted in early 1991. 1,500 surveys were distribute 
to a random sample of employees; 1,053 were completed and returned. 
The survey results were analyzed by the Public Relations and Market 
Research departments. Bordner Research Inc., in Clearwater, Florida, 
helped design the survey. We also appreciate the help of Human 
Resources, the Print Shop and Mail Operations. The margin of error for 
this survey at the 95 percent confidence level is plus or minus 3 percent. 




: best ... 
Rejeanne Davis Ashley 
:ien 1,500 BCBSF employees �wide were asked to participate 
l1 employee communications ey* , the response was tremen, ;. More than 70 percent of the loyees polled returned their eys and provided helpful back that the Public Relations trtment is now using in its 1992 ning. mployees rated overall com, , communications and specific munications vehicles. For 
POSTSCRIPT 
[See chart 1) Particularly interesting is the difference be, tween where 
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practical reasons, I'll focus primarily on the responses that deal with Profile, but I'll also show you how employees rated overall communi, cations (including meetings, all, employee memos and publications) : 
The fact that employees want to get information primarily from their supervisors and through other face,to,face commu, nications and meetings is a positive development. In previous years, employees said they'd rather receive 
fi1iii�i1li�!1!ti�iiii,l: 






You Make The 
Dillerence By Tom Dunn, vice president of National/Corporate Accounts Operations and Corporate Chair­man of the BCBSF United Way Campaign, 1 992 
"It's Good To Have The Blues Behmd Urnted Way" 
� you can tell from the cover photo, I recently visited Woodland Acres Boys and Girls Club, one of the many community programs and services funded by United Way. I was greeted there by an enthusiastic crowd of children, all ready to tell me how much they enjoyed their after,school activities -cheerleading, football, basketball and other games. In addition to athletic and social activities, the Boys and Girls Club program offers boys and girls from low-income and high,crime areas special services such as tutoring, homework assistance, job place­ment and personal counseling. Reaching out to special kids like those at Woodland Acres is just one way the United Way is able reach people in need and make a positive difference in their lives. There are many others. Through its 56 member agencies, the United Way actively promotes volunteerism and works year,round to solve community problems like homelessness, hunger, illiteracy and poverty. 
FROM THE TOP 
As the corporate chairman for this year's campaign, my goal is to increase your awareness of the United Way and to strongly encourage your participation in the company's effort to raise funds for this worthy agency. Together, we can make a difference in the quality of life in our community. We can help provide quality day care for chil, dren of working parents. We can provide opportunities for young people and adults to learn to read. We can give hope to a teenager whose life is already clouded by alcohol or drugs. All it takes is a simple donation of money or time -or both. For $2 a week, we can provide nutritious hot meals to a homeless child. For $5 a week we can provide 
place to live. You've collected food for the needy, donated clothing to victims of a flood or fire, or offered help to an elderly neighbor. To each of you who has given money, time and effort, thank you. You know in your heart that you have made a difference. To those of you who have not yet made a financial donation, or are not already involved in some type of volunteer service, I urge you to please get involved. The management team at BCBSF is strongly committed to the United Way campaign this year. Many other employees are pledging their support. Together, we need to raise $300,000 - a 23 percent increase over last year's contribution. Remember how fortunate we are with our work, our families, our 
Tom Dunn visits Woodland Acres Boys and Girls Club. transportation for an elderly person who needs medical attention. For $10 a week, we can provide individual and group counseling for the family of an alcoholic. Many of you already are in­volved in volunteer work that makes our community a better 
� 
churches, our sense of community. Remember, too, "It's Good To Have The Blues Behind United Way." For today and for the future, please pledge your support. ■ 
B Y  K A T H Y  H A R P E R  In 1989, the Special lnvestiga, tions Unit recovered $434,000 and in 1990, they recovered $515,900. This year, Hammaker expects the number to be more than a million dollars. 
earn r: ancy ra o • 
Recovering this money is important to everyone, especially consumers. "Five to 15 percent of all payouts are fraud related," says Bradford. "And consumers are paying for it through their insur, ance premiums." 
Team Background: U.S. Postal Inspection Service, Secret Service, FBI, U.S. Customs Service, New York City Detective Bureau, Army Military Police, Jacksonville Sheriff's Office. 
Since its 1983 beginnings, the Special Investigations Unit has moved among several different divisions. It started in Internal Audit, went to Audit Adrninistra, tion, went back to Internal Audit, then settled in the Legal Depart, ment. Mission: To stop, deter and make restitution for fraud. Does this sound like a briefing for a covert government mission? Well, it's not. It's a description of the BCBSF Special Investigation Unit. Their assignment is to put an end to insurance fraud. Some people may think the SIU is a new division, but actually the unit has been around BCBSF for a while. It's just used several different disguises. ''The development of the unit has been kind of an evolution," says Chuck Hammaker, director of Security and Asset Protection. ''The evolution has been rather painful." The unit was started in 1983 after the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association held a confer, ence on fraud. "In the beginning, we didn't think anyone would steal from us," says Nancy Bradford, manager of the Special lnvestiga, tions Unit. "After this conference, 
we started looking into it and that's when our thinking began to change." ''The company realized that fraud was costing a lot of money," says Hammaker, "and tried to put a dent in it." 
During this time, the division grew and changed its focus. In 1989, the staff went from four people with claims and auditing backgrounds to thirteen people who had strong investigative bacb grounds and auditing experience. 
"Our examiners have been very good at catching fraud," 
says Nancy Bradford , manager of the Special I nvest igations 
Unit . She offers some t ips to help ident ify potential fraudulent 
claims. The fol lowing are claims that employees should regard 
as suspicious :  • Receiving a batch of claims from a physician 
where the subscriber and the physician have the same address .  
• Foreign claims with cancer diagnoses o r  other major health 
problems. Recently, there have been a number of fraudu lent 
Nigerian claims. ''They have a 99 percent chance of being phony," 
says Bradford. • Out-of-state claims for cancer or depression .  
Another trend has been people going to weight-loss faci l ities and 
fi l ing claims for depression treatment. • Mu ltiple family members 
having the same i l lness ,  diagnosis and treatment. • Patients who 
have numerous surgeries without anesthesia or  other necessary 
services , such as x-rays , labs or hospital admissions. 
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Richard N. Harnage, Systems Development Analyst, HOI, GIL . . .  Gladys M. Hill, Clerk A, HOC . . .  Rhoda B .  Martin, Clerk B,  FCl . . .  Naomi M. Miller, Outgoing Mail Coordinator, HOC . . .  Phillip J .  Sikora, Senior Investigator/Supervi, sor, JPR . . .  Sharon J .  Stefanski, Supervisor, Medicare B Communi, cations, HOC . . .  Sylvia] .  Stevens, Institutional Audit Systems Analyst, HOC . . .  Sandra L .  Thomas, Fraud & Abuse Analyst, HOC . . .  Darlene E .  Williams, Supervisor Medicare B, Claims Services, HOC . . .  
twenty years Jeanne M. Boger, Claims Examiner B, JMA. . .  Carolyn Chatham, Group Accounting Specialist, HOC . . .  Vonnise Cobb, Scheduler, HOC. . .  Susan G. Demers , Income Alloca, tion Clerk, FC2 . . .  Annie M. Freeman, Claims Service Represen, tative III . . .  Rosemarie Smolenski, HIS Project Manager, UBM . . .  Sarah A. Thompson, Customer Service Representative B, MIA . . .  Frances L. Wingate, Accounting Analyst A, HOC. 
Correction: Durwood Allen, who celebrated his 20,year anniversary last month, is an Operations Analyst in Production Control/ Technical Support. 
New 
Employees 
We welcome the following new 
employees - hired through 
July 1 5  and noted by their job 
title and location - to Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida: David B .  Angevine, Health Industry Analyst, HOC. . .  Leslie D. Argoff, Secretary A, MIA . . .  Sally T. Ayala, ORL . . .  Erin T.  Babcock, Claims Service Rep Trainee, FCl . . .  Sheila R .  Bishop, HOC. . .  Montreal Brooks, Ship, ping Clerk A, HOC . . .  Katherine ] .  Brown, HOC. . .  Vanessa D. Burney, Undergrad Program Candidate, HOC. . .  Sandra A. Carter, Secretary A, JMA . . .  Elizabeth A. Cockram, Payroll, HOC. . .  Frances W. Cox,Myers, PEN . . .  Kallie M. Donaldson, Clerk C, FC2 . . .  Mechtild H. Donoho, Financial Analyst, Cash Disbursement, HOC . . .  William F.  Dyer, Clerk B, HOC . . .  Marcia L. Elder, Secretary B, GIL. . .  Francisco J .  Garcia, Short Order Service Rep, HOC . . .  Fred K. Gazaleh, HOC . . .  Jonah M. Goldsmith, HOC . . .  Betty L. Harper, Medical Analyst RN, HOC, Elliott C. Heath, Opera, tion Analyst II, FC2 . . .  Cindy L. Higgins, Research Clerk B, 
CJr:) 
]MA . . .  Lori A. Jacobs, Group Accounting Specialist, FC2 . . .  Christopher M .  Johnson, Business Analyst, CMIR, HOC . . .  Irene Kon tis, Correspondence Rep re, sentative B, FCl .  . .  Albert A. Lukaszewski, Operation Analyst II, JMA. . .  Cynthia A. Martin, Policy Issue, FCL. . .  Lorraine 0.  McKee, Secretary A, HOC. . .  Shawn E.  Mitchell, Safety and Security Trainee, HOC . . .  Linda S .  Mitrosky, Senior Systems Programmer, HOC . . .  Robin M .  Mock, Customer Service Rep B, FC2 . . .  Lissette Nino, Clerk D, Human Resources, MIA . . .  David M. O'Steen, Customer Service Rep B, FC2 . . .  Leeann N .  Parrish, Customer Service Rep B, FC2 . . .  Theresa L .  Patterson, Group Accounting Specialist, FC2 . . .  Diane R .  Pawlish, Claims Service Rep Trainee, FCl . . .  Louie F .  Ramos, Shipping Clerk A, HOC. .. Jennifer F. Regan, Professional Recruiter, HOC. . .  Nancy M. Rhoden, Customer Service Rep B, FC2 . . .  Deborah]. Schaefer, HOC. . .  Lisa M .  Sierra, Med B Customer Service, HOC. . .  Terryann Stallings, FC2 . . .  Jeffrey A. Turner, Group Accounting Specialist, FC2 . . .  Michelle M .  Vichich, Group Accounting Specialist, FC2 . . .  Mary ].  Whitaker, Claims Service Rep II, FCL. Raymond L. Wood, Systems Analyst II, HTF 
ue Cross and Blue Shield of orida's Corporate Objectives 1ese are the company's :-ategic objectives for 1991. ans and initiatives under­ken this year should be in pport of one or more of these 1jectives: cceUent Service 'e will provide to our .stomers predictable, under­mdable, hassle-free service at is consistent with their pectations at purchase and at minimizes the need for stomer involvement with yment to providers. nancial Strength ·e will maintain Blue Cross .d Blue Shield of Florida as a tancially strong and competi­•e organization. arket Share e will attain dominant ivate market share consistent th financial soundness, livery of superior service and .r overall provider strength. 1tional Association e will support a strong, 'ective national organization plans. ·ganizational Effectiveness e will develop and maintain effective, highly motivated d productive organization. ovider Relationships e will create sustainable mpetitive advantage through ective business relationships th providers. 1blic Understanding e will gain public and vemmental understanding, ::eptance and support of rporate policies, programs d actions. 
Won Jae Kim, Systems Analyst PAS, FC l .. .  Lisa M. Loncarevic, Professional Services Representa­tive, MIA. . . Richard L. Maxwell, Software Technician, HOC. .. Gayla M. Mixon, Customer Service Representative C, HOC . . .  Guadalupe Moreira, Clerk C, MIA. . .  Hiyam E.  Odeh, Section Leader IX, FC2 . .  .]ohn S .  Olson, Claims Examiner B, HOC . . .  Estarlina C. Ortiz, Accounting Analyst B, JPO . . .  Virginia L .  Parsons, Supervisor, Utilization Review, HMO, SAR . . .  Selmer G .  Pettis , Clerk C, HOC. . .  Mark G .  Ratliff, Correspondence Representative B, HOC. .. Alicia Reddy , Section Leader, Medical Service, FIL . . .  Kenneth P. Reese, Supervisor, Medicare B Communi­cations, HOC. .. Florine L. Richardson, Correspondence Representative B, HOC. . .  Belinda R.  Roberts, Claims Service Repre­sentative Ill, FC2 . . .  T. C. Robertson, Manager Subscriber Service, FC2 . . .  Beatrice H. Robinson, Prior Approval Coordina­tor, UBM . . .  Robin D. Robison, Correspondence Representative B, HOC. .. Michael L. Sampson, Correspondence Representative B, HOC ... Jeanie M. Smith, Correspon­dence Representative B, HOC. . .  Lauren D. Smith, Project Manager, Facility Relocation, FC2 ... Stephanie Smith, Control Clerk B, FC l . . .  Lorraine J .  Stegmaier, Correspon­dence Representative B, HOC . . .  Patricia D. Stevenson, Correspon­dence Representative B, HOC. . .  Lisa Stewart, Section Leader IX, FCl . . .  Pamela Stubbs , Correspon­dence Representative B, FC2 .. .  
� 
Darryl F .  Smith, Internal Auditor, EDP Senior, HOC. . .  Debra C. Stack , Secretary B, FC l . . .  Jana L.  Tennant, Correspondence Representative B, HOC . . .  
ten years 
Donna K. Fortes, Senior Operations Analyst, HOC. .. Brenda] .  Jones , Medical Procedure Code Analyst, UBM . . .  Patricia A. Kendrick, Correspondence Representative B, HOC . . .  Robert M. Mahoney, Project Consultant C, HOC . . .  Darlene McAllister, District Group Special­ist, PEN . . .  Socorro Pendola, Cus­tomer Service Representative B, MIA. .. Stephen S .  Quindoza, Provider Education Specialist, RIV . . .  Dale RobertS, Section Leader IX, FC l . . .  Adelaida C. Sapin, Fraud & Abuse Analyst, HOC . . .  Lillie B .  Simpson, Medicare B Communica­tions, SWD . . .  Joanne E .  White, Accounting Clerk C, HOC. . .  
flfteen years Barbara S .  Adcock , Collection Specialist, HOC. . .  Babette Carmichael, Customer Service Rep B, FCl . . .  Teresa M .  Eckert, Section Leader Technical Specialist, HOC. . .  Luli S .  Ferrer, Senior Quality Analyst, FCl . . .  Erin L .  Haas, Marketing Coordinator, National Accounts, FCl . . . Debra T. Hall, Manager Subscriber Service, FC2 .. .Donald M. Hardeman, Director Systems Services, HOC. . .  
"We think we can handle anything that comes across our desk. We are primarily investigators now," says Bradford. The unit also is focusing more on prosecution. "We don't just want money," says Bradford. "We want prosecution and publicity, too." Hammaker agrees. "We want convictions. The idea is that if we are effective, people will think twice." "In our system there are holes," he says. "We can help Operations and Audit look at the system and criticize it." The holes are varied - and the scams are creative. One of Bradford's most memorable cases involved a woman who seemed to 
be addicted to surgery. Her surgical operations ranged from a hysterectomy to an abortion a few months later. "She ran up a $30,000 tab," says Bradford, "but she never had anesthesia during her operations and never took sick days from work afterwards. She used other claims to bilk Medicare out of $35,000 using her grandfather's Medicare coverage. Bradford also recalled a situa­tion where a man conned people into believing he was a doctor. "Somehow he got a provider code and set up a practice with a couple of other doctors," she says. "He was so good that the other doctors didn't know he was a fraud until he was arrested." 
Fraud - Willful and intentional taking of money, property or other corporate assets. This includes actions such as: billing for services not rendered, theft of cash, falsifying expense reports and so on. 
Abuse - Manipulating the current system to get more out than what is put in. This can be done through fragmentation, overutilization or upcoding. In these cases , services are per­formed , but they are inflated and manipulated to earn more money. 
Fragmentation - Billing a package deal as individual compo­nents. For example, a thyroid exam and lab results may cost $20 as a package,  but if billed separately, the total bill can reach $700 . 
Overutilization - Ordering and billing for unnecessary or repetitive services that aren't medically necessary. For example, a physician may bill for frequent, repeated laboratory tests when previou s  results were adequate. 
Upcoding - Billing for a more complex procedure than what was actually performed in order to be paid more. For example, coding the removal of a 3-millimeter mole as the removal of a 2-centimeter mole. This simple upcoding would earn a physician $200 . 
Profiling  - Comparing a physician's practice to practices of his peers to help identify potential fraudulent or abusive billing practices. For example, it would be unusual for a dermatologist in one area to be billing claims of $300,000 when other derma­tologists in the same area were billing claims of $90,000. 
CI:::> 
In a more recent case, claims auditor Dot Griggs uncovered a scam of a man who was using his deceased father's insurance card. The man, named after his father, had been using the card for two years. Because they shared the same name, hospitals, doctors and dentists accepted the card; espe­cially when the son also presented a driver's license as identification. This case was discovered by heal th care auditor Ken Loeb during a routine hospital audit. The success of the SIU in these cases and many others has brought broad recognition to the unit. "We were the only private company invited to participate in a health services fraud task force put together by the U.S. attorney in Miami," says Hammaker. This recognition is no accident. "We have people who know what they are doing and can do aggres­sive investigations," he says. The SIU can investigate any time they suspect that fraud is taking place . To carry out these investigations, they have the authority to get the records and documents they need from the company. Once a case is initiated, investigators can search until they are satisfied. Then they take it to the U.S. or state attorney for prosecution if warranted. If you suspect fraud or abuse, tell your supervisor or contact the SIU. They have a hotline, too. Call 1 (800) 678-8355 or (904 ) 636-6847. "Although not every referral will result in a confirmed case of fraud or abuse, any piece of information could help us curb these activities," says Hammaker. "They cost all of us in the long run." ■ 
Respect 
Overdue By Mel Hughes 
Take your wildest guess about the most stressful jobs in the country. President of the United States ranks sixth. But what's higher on the list? In the most stressful jobs list, the secretarial position ranks second - right after coal miners, and just before air traffic control­lers. By their own admission, most managers could not function efficiently without a good secretary. And yet, over the years, secretaries typically haven't received the respect they deserve. Professional Secretaries Interna­tional, or PSI, may just change that. PSI is the leading organization of secretaries dedicated to being the recognized lead�rs of office prof es­siona ls and to enhance their individual and collective value, image, competence and influence. 
EMPLOYEES ONLY 
"A secretary already has the basic skills," Stubbs explains. ''The CPS rating is for the career-oriented secretary who wants 
Its members meet monthly to exhange ideas, problem solve, make professional contacts and, in general, learn more about their chosen career. ;:-;�:;r to be identified as Judi Stubbs and Paul Jennings . . l ,, except1ona . "It's a great way to broaden your experience and share ideas," says Judi Stubbs, a member of PSI and a BCBSF secretary in Direct Markets. "I find myself using a lot of the things I've learned through PSI." One of PSl's major secretarial boosts is the Certified Professional Secretary (CPS) rating. The CPS rating can only be gained by taking a six-part examination administered by PSI. You won't find typing or shorthand among the six subjects, though. The exam covers behav­ioral science in business, business law, economics and management, accounting, office administration and communication and office technology. 
P O R T U N I T Y  
Some employers recognize secretaries who have attained CPS certification by giving salary bonuses. Although BCBSF is not one of them, Stubbs says the company wi II pay for the courses, study materials and test costs. "I got a lot of support from my boss (Paul Jennings, vice president of Direct Markets.) And I feel more well­rounded because of the courses I took. Having that designation on your nameplate shows initiative and drive," she says. "Plus, it looks great on a resume." Call Judi Stubbs for more information about the CPS certification process. Her number is (904) 79 1 -8553. ■ 
A variety of 1 992 Olympic ttems are now available for sale through the Employees' Club, says David Ojeda, club president. A portion of the money raised from the sale of these items goes to the U . S.  Olympic Team. 
Shield Association are on d isplay outside the ':tIIJ!I:�,- Freedom Commerce Centre and Riverside 
·::.:::,:::,:.:.:.�. · 
. Home Office Complex cafeterias. Many other items also are available. If you'd like to see an Olympic g ift catalogue or pick up an order form, contact the Employ­Samples of the kinds of merchandise available from the Blue Cross and Blue 
CC> 
ees· Club booster nearest you. 
Service 
Anniversaries 
The following individuals, with their job title and location noted, celebrated anniversaries in September: 
;five yea:rs Janet Adamson, Operation Analyst, ]MA . . .  Helena N. Armorer, Super­visor, Medical Review, HOC ... 
Lennan Ashley, Master Contract ID Specialist, FCZ ... Barbara C. Baxley , Operations Analyst II, JMA. .. Lori G. Burney, Claims Service Repre­sentative III, FCZ ... Steven P. Brock, Correspondence Representative B, FCZ ... Dorothy E. Campbell, Micrographics Product Clerk, HOC ... Joan E .  Carr, Supervisor, Medicare B, Claims Processing, HOC... Sharon L. Creech, Secretary C, PEN ... Gloria A. Curinton, Correspondence Representative B, HOC ... Norman K. Dunn, Auditor III, JPO ... Myrna Dunham, Cus­tomer Service Representative B, 
JXM . . .  Jackie D. Ellis, Hearing Analyst, HOC ... James E. Florit, Customer Service Rep B, FCl .. .  Thomas W. Fuller, Customer Service Representative B, FCZ ... Frederick E. Hendricks , Manager, PBO Training, FC2 ... David W. Hotchkiss, Financial Analyst II, HOI, HOC ... Jean B. Jordan, Supervisor Medicare B Communi­cations, HOC. .. Duane E. Jones, Financial Analyst III HOI 
Understand ing the MediScript program 
Prescription drug costs for employees exceeded $800,000 in 1 990. This number is now more than the claims cost of our Dental Assistance Program. BCBSF implemented the MediScrip1 program to help address this growing cost. Med iScript, BCBSF's prescription drug program for PPO and Traditional subscribers, can save you money - and it's easy to use.  Your first step is to select a participating pharmacy (there are more than 1 ,900 participating pharmacies statewide, including Albertsons, Eckerd Drug, Rite-Aid, Walgreen and Wal-Mart , plus many other chains and independent pharmacies. ) When you visit the participating pharmacy to f ill a prescription, take your BCBSF identification card with you. You must show thE card to get the lower MediScript price. If you phone in your prescription or refill request, be sure to mention that you 're a pan of the MediScript program. There's a special MediScript claim form. When completing the form, f i l l  in the subscriber information section, attach your phar­macy receipts and mail to the address shown on the claim form. It's that easy ! Here are a few of the common questions employees have about the MediScript program: 
Is th is a co-pay card program? Med iScript is not like a co-pay card program where you always pay the same amount for a prescription regardless of its cost. You pay the entire amount due. However, the amount due is based on allowances that the company has negotiated with every participating pharmacy for each covered prescription drug. 
How can I f ind out if my pharmacy participates in  the 
MediScript program? Copies of the directory that list participat­ing pharmacies are avai lable from the Compensation and Benefits department. Call (904) 79 1 -6923 (RHOC) or 363-4624 (FCC) . It's also a good idea to check with your pharmacy first. 
What if I need to have a prescription fil led at a 
nonparticipat ing pharmacy - or one that's not in Florida? The MediScript program provides a reasonable al lowance for drugs purchased from nonparticipating pharmacies or from pharmacies out of the state . Does MediScript cover both generic and brand-name drugs? Yes. BCBSF negotiated allowances for generic and brand-name drugs. 
Who can I call if I have a problem with the MediScript pro­
gram? Your customer service number is 1 (800) 654- 1 799. 
� 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
United Way Poster Contest 
''It's Good To Have The Blues Behind United Way'' 
Entry Form (tape to back of poster) 
loyee's 
Dept .. _____ _ ---------
ion..__ _______________ Phone ________ _ 
l's name _________________ Age _____ _ 
Please return through interoffice mail to: 
Marcy Sherrer, Employee Relations, RHOC, 1 Center. 
.. 
� 
Get ready, get set, DRAW! 
An exciting contest!: Attention moms and dads, grandmothers and 
grandfathers and aunts and uncles of talented artists ages 5 to 14 -­
BCBSF is sponsoring a poster contest to help illustrate this year's United 
Way theme: "It's Good To Have The Blues Behind You. " Posters will be 
judged on how well they illustrate this theme. • Wonderful prizes: Tro­
phies will be awarded in three age categories : 5-7 ; 8-10 and 11-14. There 
will be first, second and third place prizes in each category. All entrants 
also will be eligible for a drawing for a $100 savings bond. A panel of 
judges will decide the winners . • Materials needed: White poster board 
(any size) ; crayons, paints, markers or any other colorful art medium. • 
Send posters to: Marcy Sherrer, Employee Relations, Riverside Home 
Office Complex, lC. Please include your name, location and phone number 
on the back of the poster. Also clearly write your child's name and age. You 
can use the handy form provided in this issue of Profile. • Deadline: Octo­
ber 9, 199 1.  • Winners announced: October 3 1 ,  1991 .  • Questions? Call 
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Marjorie Phillips , Curtis Long, Jeff Wollitz and Mario Rubio . ,eptember 9, reporters from tate's major television stations :iewspapers visi ted the River, Home Office Complex to 
1 about Medicare myths and ties, fraud and abuse of the 
program, the company's role as intermediary and carrier, and what to expect for the future. Reporters also toured Medicare Part B operations, says Media Relations specialist Marjorie Phillips. 
'he Human Resources Information Line is now operational both 
t the Rivers ide Home Office Complex and Freedom Commerce 
:entre . 
Cal l 79 1 -6538 and press 1 to hear a l isting of current job 
penings in the R ivers ide off ice , or press O to speak with some­
ne in the Human Resources Department .  
Cal l 363-4062 and press 1 to hear a l isting of  current openings 
t FCC, or press 0 to speak to someone in the Human Re­
ources Department 
There is st i l l  a bu l let in board ,-nai lbox on the Rivers ide Avenue 
iSPEN system that will tel l you al l the node numbers for ASPEN 
ystems statewide. It also gives instructions on sending mes­
ages from one system to another. Access this bul let in board 
1ai lbox by dial ing 5538 at Riverside, then mailbox 3000. 
Need an ASPEN refresher course? Leave a message in the 
,ystem Manager's mai lbox , which is mailbox 1 000. 
Ci£:;> 




The 1992 United Way fundraising campaign is in full swing, United way says Karen Morris, campaign coordinator. "Our corporate goal is $300,000. We're depending on employees to make generous donations this year so we can meet our goals and provide vital financial support to the United Way." To encourage employee attendance and thank employees who participate in this year's campaign, there will be a number of different incentives and prizes offered throughout the campaign, which runs from September 30 to October 31. If you attend a United Way rally and tum in  your completed pledge card, you'll be immediately eligible for a chance at a door prize. Prizes include dinners for two at local, upscale restaurants or a weekend stay at one of several area luxury hotels. One drawing will be held at the end of each day of rallies. At the rallies, if you're willing to volunteer that you are pledging one,half percent or one percent ci your salary, you'll be eligible to win grand prizes, including a hot,air balloon ride for two; a $250 Publix gift certificate, or a $250 
WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A BOSS 
If you're a boss - or want to be one - consider what some 
employees told us about their bosses. I n  a recent survey of 200 
randomly selected workers , we found : 
• Three out of every four bosses have personal traits that bother 
employees. Those ment ioned most frequently: not l istening wel l ,  
being ambiguous and communicating poorly. 
• Half of those surveyed said their jobs would be more pleasant if 
their bosses were better communicators .  Only 2 percent of the 
workers said that low pay or other compensation issues bother 
them. Also important : Nearly one of every fou r  people we talked 
to said that bosses exercise too much contro l ,  set unreal istic 
goals and fail to put priorities on tasks assigned . 
• Worke rs want bosses to offer more feedback, better directions 
and more information about what's happening in the company. 
To succeed, a good boss must :  
• Work on becoming a "people person." Always consider the 
employees· viewpoint . Go out of your  way to talk to everyone 
who reports to you every day. Treat your  employees the way you 
want them to treat your best customers .  
• Be clear on deadlines and expectations. Let employees 
know that assignment A is more important than assignment B. 
• Provide feedback regularly. Don't wait for an annual perfor­
mance review. Praise people when they do a good job. Point out 
problems when the job isn't going right and explain how the 
problems might be solved. 
• Realize that employees like to get Information about the 
company from their Immediate bosses. Be sure that manag­
ers are getting the information as qu ickly as possible. As General 
George Patton said, " I nformat ion is l ike eggs :  the fresher the 
better." 
Source: Communications Briefings, August 1 99 1 . 
Service Merchandise gift certificate. The winners will be notified after all the rallies have been held. Employees statewide will be eligible to win the grand prize. 
er::> 
If you need more information about the United Way or this year's campaign, call Karen Morris at (904) 791,4128 or Marcy Sherrer at 791,6898. ■ 
Partners In 
Education 
The "ultimate partnership" puts business training in the classroom ••• 
The company introduced a program this month in Jacksonville that will help area high school students gain professional experi­ence and earn a paycheck while they're in school. Twenty students from Andrew Jackson High School will be participating in BCBSF's new Partners in Achievement program. They will spend half their day in class, and half in a Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida claims office located in the school itself. The students, who work 15 hours a week and earn $5 an hour, will learn skills such as data entry and coding. They also will learn about teamwork, coopera­tion and other office concepts that will help them succeed in a professional environment, says Larry Payne, vice president of Operations. The Partners in Achievement program was approved by the Duval 
FLORIDA Focus 
County School Board at their September 3 meeting. John Holechek, general voca­tional director of the Duval County School Board, says, "In my opinion, Partners in Achievement is the ultimate business partnership. The business community becomes directly involved in education through instruction in the class­room. The commitment of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida is outstanding. The entire school board is very pleased with this program." Work on Partners in Achieve­ment began late last year. Employ­ees from various areas of the company, including Organizational 
Training, Operations and Public Relations, met regularly to design and develop this coopera­tive education program. Then representatives from the company met with Holechek to work out specifics such as the hours of operation, the training program for the students, and the type of work involved. 
� 
Josie Armstrong teaches Andrew Jackson students data entry skills . 
Students will work one of two shifts, either 7:30-10:30 a.m. or 1-4 p .m. A full-time supervisor will manage the program and will share on-the-job instruction. Each student will receive periodic, formal performance reviews from the supervisor. "Everything about this program is designed to give the student professional experience and valuable skills," says Payne. 'We think Partners in Achievement offers students a tremendous opportu­nity to learn what it takes to succeed in business. The program benefits the company as well. We see it not only as an investment in today's youth, but also as an investment in tomorrow's work force." ■ 
C' 
Better Letter 
Getter By Virginia Crawford 
Did you know that Mail Opera­tions processes approximately 200,000 envelopes per day? Thank goodness for automatic envelope sealers. And for mail presorting techniques, which help the mailroom save the company $2.1 million annually. And thank goodness for newly installed pre-barcode equipment, which could save an additional $400,000 a year, says Fred Gatlin, manager of Mail Operations. "This new pre-barcode equip­ment basically reads the address on a master file, converts that address to a nine-digit pre-barcode and 
Jacksonville -- "This way to the dinosaur 
exhibit " read the signs announcing Debbie Wilson's forty-something birthday . Creative 
Services ' Graphic Designer Roger Morton 
dramatically decorated Wilson's work space with a 
"yakadactyl " dinosaur, boulders , grass and other 
prehistoric paraphernalia. 
sprays it on the envelope," says Gatlin. "Then it verifies the barcode and sorts the letter to the appropriate designation." If an address is incorrect on the envelope, the system will "kick it out," says Gatlin. This automated process elimi­nates manual sorting time at the Post Office and amounts to signifi­cant savings for BCBSF. ''The equipment will pay for itself in a year if the volume remains at current levels," says Gatlin. Employees also play a role in ensuring the success of the new process, says Gatlin. 'When talking 
Al Paris loads envelopes into the feed 
hopper of Mail Operations ' new pre­
barcode equipment as Fred Gatlin , 
Jacksonville Divisions Postmaster Robe: 
Hodges and Jane Hodges , manager of 
commercial accounts for the U.S .  Post, 
Service , discuss how it works . 
with customers, please be sure to get a complete and accurate address, so when it's entered on t master file, it can be read by the pre-barcode equipment." If you'd like a tour of Mail Operations, please call Fred Gad at (904) 791-6236. ■ 
Pensacol.a - Thirty employees from BCBSF/Health Options ' 
Northwest Regional office participated in the Second Annual Sevill.t 
Sertoma Fourth of July Celebration. The event featured a SK run, 
Fun Run and a "Walk of Honor" far military heroes returning fror. 
Operation Desert Storm. Approximately 700 rnnners participated 1 
the SK rnn, including BCBSF employees Debbie Boutwell and Dr. 
Paul Baraco. Sue Kever and Linda Ayers "worked all day" on the 




! employees are "caught doing thing right ••• " 
enteen employees were recog­for their outstanding service to mers with a luncheon held in honor. Each of these employees, :ht doing something right," ,nstrates a focus on the customer s an essential part of our success ompany. bian Fuentes, vice president of mal Accounts, congratulated •inning employees and told that health insurance is a 1tive purchase" - something e buy in hopes that they won't co use it. tentes said employees have an 3.tion to help, not hassle, mers, and he reminded the ers that it is everyone's job to customers, whether directly or x:tly. He commended the rees for the dedication and rtltrnent they demonstrated to ,F customers. )b Cooper, director of Facilities �gic Planning, was master of 1onies for the event, which is )rsed by the Customer Service gnition work group. 1e Customer Service Recogni­vork group is made up of Lteers who believe that positive >rcement will help promote mer service as a corporate value. rou'd like to participate in the or learn more about the "I was t doing something right" program, hn Nunn, (904) 363-5262. ■ 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Caught doing something right were: Daron Carr , Karen Wilson, Melvanese Ferguson , Cathy 
White, Nancy Teter, Jackie Towns , Elaine Griffis , Neal Keller, Willie Crews , Gerald 
Williams , Cindy Wolfe , Anna Martinez, Joyce Dix, James Paige , Mary Peavy , Kim Bell 
aru:l}ean }ordan . 
Caring leadership pays off 
Gett ing people's commitment at work wi l l  make more of a d iffer­
ence than adding technology, says James Autry ,  author of Love 
and Profit, The Art of Caring Leadership. He suggests : Treat 
people in special ways. "Nobody gets special treatment around 
here" used to be the slogan . But good managers and leaders 
know individuals have different needs. And whi le that means 
treating everybody fairly ,  it also means treat ing individuals a l ittle 
bit differently. • Praise people. And ask those who report to you 
to do the same . Ask them to keep track of how many people they 
praise this week - and then to double it next week. • Avoid " in­
box management." Don't wait for someone to make a mistake 
and notify you about it in writ ing so you have to react. Keep in 
touch with your employees so there wi l l  be no surprises in your  in­
box. • Be honest at all times. Include critical appraisals in your 
evaluations. When you 're wrong ,  admit i t .  • Trust people. Bu ild a 
cl imate that makes people feel comfortable about working for your 
organization. But be ready to confront people who aren't getting 
the job done . 
Autry also advises : "If you don't care about people , get out of 
management. This wil l save lots of people dai ly grief and save 
you a heart attack. "  
Source: The Professional Communicator, Women I n  Communi­
cations, Inc. , 2 1 0 1  Wilson Blvd . ,  Su ite 41 7, Arl ington, VA 2220 1 . 
� 
• 
Save A Tree ! 
Drowning in a sea of reports? Buried under a mountain of paper? You don't have to call 911 to be rescued. You can revive your cost center with CPR. CPR is the company's acronym for Corporate Print Reduction, a program started in January, 1991 by the Information Systems and Operations ( IS&O) division to reduce corporate dependence on printed output. The company currently prints 7 million feet of computer- generated reports each month. This is about 3 miles of printed output per year for each BCBSF employee. By the end of 1991, we will have spent close to $1,000,000 just to purchase 522 tons of paper to meet our current print needs. That's a lot of trees. In fact, if this paper were laid end to end, it would leave a trail stretching from Jacksonville to Hong Kong and back. The CPR steering committee, which has employees from all areas of the company, is making the environmen­tal issue a major focus of its cam­paign. Sam Abcxx:l, committee member, says, "one goal of the CPR program is to provide business solutions that also make sense for the environment." The primary goal of the CPR program is to save the company time and money by offering alternatives to printed output. Carolin Skordas, a member of the Finance Systems project team, says, "By not having to print multiple copies of every report, the Budget Department has saved $10,000 in printing expenses in the first half of 1991." 
Reduction in copies is just one alternative to printed output, says Abood. Several others include: online viewing, scoring information on microfiche, printing selected pages of a report, or eliminating the report entirely. "We know that the 
-, . ... . ? � 




Open-ended HMO introduced in Sou th Florida 
J he company has designed a new health care plan called an open-ended health mainte­nance organization. Working with Alexander & Alexander Benefits Services, Inc., the health care plan is being introduced in South Florida for the member firms of the Latin Builders Association, one of Florida's largest associa­tions of Hispanic builders and contractors. This benefit plan provides the highest level of HMO-style benefits for medical services obtained through Health Options. The plan also provides for traditional-style deductibles and co-insurance for care provided outside the Heal th Options network. 
Sam Abocxl, Operations Support, 791 -6391 
Deborah Bohler, Finance, 79 1 -8 185 Torn Ford, Finance, 79 1 -8382 Matt Hill, Local, 363-5158 
Tom Keene, PSI, 363-4268 Bruce Martin, Medicare A, 464-1 133 
Sidney Ough ,  FCL, 730-7827 Yvonne Park-, Direct, 363-5281 
Rolie Sayward, 1S&0, 791 -863 2 
Bob Vance, NationaVCorporate, 363-4181  Jim Willi-:uns, Actuarial/Underwriting, 791-6353 
Wendell Jinright, Information Operations, 791 -6848 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
When the Soviet guided missile cruiser Marshall 
Ustinov and the Soviet destroyer 
Simf eropol were docked at Mayport Naval Station, Herndon and her co­worker, Bindery Operator Bob Lacey, toured the ships and collected Russian memorabilia. "During the four, hour tour, we stayed a little behind the group and that's when the sailors 
Dell Herndon and Bob Lacey show their souvenirs came out to trade," says Lacey. "I bartered and traded T,shirts, From Russia 
With Love By Virginia Crawford 
A "friendly visit" with Russian sailors makes for a memorable afternoon .•• 
" I t was nice to visit people from another nation," said Dell Herndon, press operator. "Other nations think Americans have too much, and it was nice to let the Russian sailors know we're just normal people who also are concerned about peace and camaraderie." 
sunglasses, sweaters, cameras, postcards - they'd take anything." Some of the i tems collected were Russian military caps, pins, post, cards, and an actual Russian uniform shirt and undershirt. 
Cl£;> 
"I paid $10 for an officer's hat, even though they weren't supposed to take money," says Lacey. "And they weren't supposed to give us their uniforms, either," says Herndon. The destroyer and cruiser, plus a supply ship, the Dnestr, which was not part of the tour, were at Mayport for six days. They were here on a "friendly visit," says a Mayport Naval Base representative. ■ 
( 
Wheel Of The Future By Virginia Crawford 
Brainstorms predicted for BCBSF. 
In August, the Facilities and Office Services division chose a unique format to intrcxluce Quality of Work Life to their employees. They "telecast" QWL characteris, tics from station WQWL and used skits called ''Wheel of the Future," 'QWL Feud," and the 'QWL Nightly News," to show employees about QWL principles. 
Women's Softball - The Florida Women's I I  
Softball team won the 14th Annual Southeast­
ern Softball T oumament in Columbia, South 
Carolina. This is the first year the team has won 
the tournament. Coach Debbie Mclane says 
"We play next year in Louisiana and plan to 
defend our first place title." The seventeen 
BCBSF employees on the team are: Almeanor 
Glover (coach); Lois Dowling, Donna Williams, 
Lori Averitt, Tammy Yale (coach) ,  Seprina 
Lewis, Susan Waltrip, Nina Norman, Debbie 
Mclane (coach), Cynthia Sanders, Renee 
Biggins, Tina Markowitz, Vickie Newkirk, 
Michele Carter, Karen Sikora, Vickie Stephen 
and Debbie Eason. 
CIC:> 
"The concepts of QWL are tr openness, honesty, communicati innovation and recognition," Sa) Fred Gatlin, manager of Mail Operations, "Members of the Q, steering committee and others designed informational skits to highlight these concepts." After watching all the skits, e employee received a TEAM/Q� T-shirt. Cast members were: Ric· Hendricks, JohnL Bentley, Fred Gatlin, Susan Waltrip, Mike Jon Greg Peters, Lanny Felder, Kath, Graves, Tracy Thompson, Fred Barnhart, Tonya Andersen, And Zedella, Micki Baldwin, Rhonda Sposato, Frank Kumer, Sheri Lawson, Pete Taylor, Bill Aberly Randy Ivey, Fran Hendricks, Bol Hamilton, Gene Rauch and Mickey Rugg. Special thanks were given to Rq Morton, Larraine Cranford, Rooney Baptist, Mary Heissler, Cayne Carltc Cindy Jacobs, Larry Murphy and all those involved in the skits. 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
When the Soviet guided missile cruiser Marshall Ustinov and the Soviet destroyer Simf eropol were docked at Mayport Naval Station, Herndon and her co, worker, Bindery Operator Bob Lacey, toured the ships and collected Russian memorabilia. "During the four, hour tour, we stayed a little behind the group and that's when the sailors 
Herndon and Bob Lacey show their souvenirs came out to trade," says Lacey. "I bartered and traded T ,shirts, 1m Russia 
ith Love 'irginia Crawford 
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sunglasses, sweaters, cameras, postcards - they'd take anything." Some of the items collected were Russian military caps, pins, post­cards, and an actual Russian uniform shirt and undershirt. 
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"I paid $ 10 for an officer's hat, even though they weren't supposed to take money," says Lacey. "And they weren't supposed to give us their uniforms, either," says Herndon. The destroyer and cruiser, plus a supply ship, the Dnestr, which was not part of the tour, were at Mayport for six days. They were here on a "friendly visit," says a Mayport Naval Base representative. ■ 
Wheel 01 The Future By Virginia Crawford 
Brainstorms predicted for BCBSF. 
In August, the Facilities and Office Services division chose a unique format to inrroouce Quality of Work Life to their employees. They "telecast'' QWL characteris, tics from station WQWL and used skits called ''Wheel of the Future," 'QWL Feud," and the 'QWL Nightly News," to show employees about QWL principles. 
Women's Softball - The Florida Women's II Softball team won the 14th Annual Southeast­ern Softball T oumament in Columbia, South Carolina. This is the first year the team has won the tournament. Coach Debbie Mclane says "We play next year in Louisiana and plan to defend our first place title." The seventeen BCBSF employees on the team are: Almeanor Glover (coach); Lois Dowling, Donna Williams, Lori Averitt, Tammy Yale (coach) , Seprina Lewis, Susan Waltrip, Nina Norman, Debbie Mclane (coach), Cynthia Sanders, Renee Biggins, Tina Markowitz, Vickie Newkirk, Michele Carter, Karen Sikora, Vickie Stephen and Debbie Eason. 
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''The concepts of QWL are trust, openness, honesty, communication, innovation and recognition," says Fred Gatlin, manager of Mail Operations, "Members of the QWL steering committee and others designed informational skits to highlight these concepts." After watching all the skits, each employee received a TEAM/QWL T-shirt. Cast members were: Rick Hendricks, JohnL Bentley, Fred Gatlin, Susan Waltrip, Mike Jones, Greg Peters, Lanny Felder, Kathy Graves, Tracy Thompson, Fred Barnhart, Tonya Andersen, Andy Zedella, Micki Baldwin, Rhonda Sposato, Frank Kumer, Sheri Lawson, Pete Taylor, Bill Aberly, Randy Ivey, Fran Hendricks, Bob Hamil ton, Gene Rauch and Mickey Rugg. Special thanks were given to �r Morton, Larraine Cranford, Rooney Baptist, Mary Heissler, Cayne Carlton, Cindy Jacobs, Larry Murphy and all those involved in the skits. 
Hooray For 
Customers 
More employees are "caught doing something right . .. " 
Seventeen employees were recog, nized for their outstanding service to customers with a luncheon held in their honor. Each of these employees, "caught doing something right," demonstrates a focus on the customer that is an essential part of our success as a company. Fabian Fuentes, vice president of National Accounts, congratulated the winning employees and told them that health insurance is a "negative purchase" - something people buy in hopes that they won't have to use it. Fuentes said employees have an obligation to help, not hassle, customers, and he reminded the winners that it is everyone's job to serve customers, whether directly or indirectly. He commended the honorees for the dedication and commitment they demonstrated to BCBSF customers. Bob Cooper, director of Facilities Strategic Planning, was master of ceremonies for the event, which is sponorsed by the Customer Service Recognition work group. The Customer Service Recogni, tion work group is made up of volunteers who believe that positive reinforcement will help promote customer service as a corporate value. If you'd like to participate in the group or learn more aboot the "I was caught doing something right" program, callJohn Nunn, (904) 363,5262. ■ 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Caught doing something right were: Daron Carr, Karen Wilson, Melvanese Ferguson, Cathy 
White , Nancy Teter, Jackie Towns , Elaine Griffis , Neal Keller, Willie Crews , Gerald 
Williams , Cindy Wolfe , Anna Martinez, Joyce Dix, James Paige, Mary Peavy , Kim Bell 
and Jean Jordan. 
Caring leadersh ip pays off 
Getting people's commitment at work wil l  make more of a d iffer­
ence than adding technology, says James Autry ,  author of Love 
and Profit, The Art of Caring Leadership. He suggests : Treat 
people in special ways. "Nobody gets special treatment around 
here" used to be the slogan. But good managers and leaders 
know individuals have different needs. And whi le that means 
treating everybody fairly, it also means treating individuals a l ittle 
bit differently. • Praise people. And ask those who report to you 
to do the same . Ask them to keep track of how many people they 
praise this week - and then to double it next week. • Avoid " in­
box management." Don't wait for someone to make a mistake 
and notify you about it in writ ing so you have to react. Keep in  
touch with your employees so there wi l l  be no surprises in your in­
box. • Be honest at all times. Include crit ical appraisals in your 
evaluations . When you 're wrong ,  admit i t .  • Trust people. Bu ild a 
climate that makes people feel comfortable about working for your 
organization. But be ready to confront people who aren't getting 
the job done. 
Autry also advises : "If you don't care about people ,  get out of 
management. This will save lots of people dai ly grief and save 
you a heart attack. "  
Source: The Professional Communicator, Women In  Communi­
cations, Inc. , 2 1 0 1  Wilson B lvd . ,  Su ite 41 7, Arlington, VA 2220 1 . 
� 
Save A Tree ! 
Drowning in a sea of reports? Buried under a mountain of paper? You don't have to call 911 to be rescued. You can revive your cost center with CPR. CPR is the company's acronym for Corporate Print Reduction, a program started in January, 1991 by the Information Systems and Operations (IS&O) division to reduce corporate dependence on printed output. The company currently prints 7 million feet of computer- generated reports each month. This is about 3 miles of printed output per year for each BCBSF employee. By the end of 1991, we will have spent close to $1,000,000 just to purchase 522 tons of paper to meet our current print needs. That's a lot of trees. In fact, if this paper were laid end to end, it would leave a trail stretching from Jacksonville to Hong Kong and back. The CPR steering committee, which has employees from all areas of the company, is making the environmen, tal issue a major focus of its cam, paign. Sam Abood, committee member, says, "one goal of the CPR program is to provide business solutions that also make sense for the environment." The primary goal of the CPR program is to save the company time and money by offering alternatives to printed output. Carolin Skordas, a member of the Finance Systems project team, says, "By not having to print multiple copies of every report, the Budget Department has saved $10,000 in printing expenses in the first half of 1991." 
Reduction in copies is just one alternative to printed output, says Abood. Several others include: online viewing, storing information on microfiche, printing selected pages of a report, or eliminating the report entirely. 'We know that the 
-l . "' . 
? 
� 




Open .. ended HMO introduced in South Florida 
The company has designed a new health care plan called an open,ended health mainte, nance organization. Working with Alexander <S Alexander Benefits Services, Inc., the health care plan is being introduced in South Florida for the member firms o the Latin Builders Association one of Florida's largest associa, tions of Hispanic builders and contractors. This benefit plan provides the highest level of HMO,styl, benefits for medical services obtained through Health Options. The plan also provides for traditional,style deductibles and co,insurance for care provided outside the Health Options network. 
Sam Abood, Operations Support, 
791 -6391 
Deborah Bohler, Finance, 79 1 -8 185 
Tom Ford, Finance, 791 -8382 
Matt Hill, Local, 363-5158 
Torn Keene, PSI, 363-4268 
Bruce Martin, Medicare A, 464- 1 1 33 
Sidney Ough, FCL, 730- 7827 
Yvonne Park, Direct, 363-528 1  
Rolie Sayward, IS&O, 791 -8632 




Wendell Jinright., Information Operatic 
791 -6848 
1rtners In 
location "ultimate partnership" puts 1ess training in the classroom ••• company introduced a ·am this month in Jacksonville will help area high school :nts gain professional experi­and earn a paycheck while re in school. Nenty students from Andrew on High School will be :ipating in BCBSF's new 1ers in Achievement program. will spend half their day in and half in a Blue Cross and Shield of la claims located in :hool The nts, who 15 hours a and earn hour, �am such as :ntry and coding. They also :am about teamwork, coopera­nd other office concepts that elp them succeed in a sional environment, says Payne, vice president of ttions. e Partners in Achievement 1m was approved by the Duval 
FLORIDA Focus 
County School Board at their September 3 meeting. John Holechek, general voca­tional director of the Duval County School Board, says, "In my opinion, Partners in Achievement is the ultimate business partnership. The business community becomes directly involved in education through instruction in the class­room. The commitment of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida is outstanding. The entire school board is very pleased with this program." Work on Partners in Achieve­ment began late last year. Employ­ees from various areas of the company, including Organizational 
Training, Operations and Public Relations, met regularly to design and develop this coopera­tive education program. Then representatives from the company met with Holechek to work out specifics such as the hours of operation, the training program for the students, and the type of work involved. 
� 
Josie Armstrong teaches Andrew 
Jackson students data entry skills . Students will work one of two shifts, either 7 :30- 10:30 a.m. or 1 -4 p.m. A full- time supervisor will manage the program and will share on-the-job instruction. Each student will receive periodic, formal performance reviews from the supervisor. "Everything about this program is designed to give the student professional experience and valuable skills," says Payne. "We think Partners in Achievement offers students a tremendous opportu­nity to learn what it takes to succeed in business. The program benefits the company as well. We see it not only as an investment in today's youth, but also as an investment in tomorrow's work force." ■ 
Better Letter 
Getter By Virginia Crawford Did you know that Mail Opera­tions processes approximately 200,000 envelopes per day? Thank goodness for automatic envelope sealers. And for mail presorting techniques, which help the mailroom save the company $2. 1 million annually. And thank goodness for newly installed pre-barcode equipment, which could save an additional $400,000 a year, says Fred Gatl in, manager of Mail Operations. ''This new pre-barcode equip­ment basically reads the address on a master file, converts that address to a nine-digi t pre-barcode and 
sprays it on the envelope ," says Gatlin. ''Then it verifies the barcode and sorts the letter to the appropriate designation." If an address is incorrect on the envelope, the system will "kick it out," says Gatlin. This automated process elimi­nates manual sorting time at the Post Office and amounts to signifi­cant savings for BCBSF. ''The equipment will pay for i tself in a year if the volume remains at current levels," says Gatlin. Employees also play a role in ensuring the success of the new process, says Gatlin. 'When talking 
Al Paris loads envelopes into the feed 
hopper of Mail Operations ' new pre­
barcode equipment as Fred Gatlin , 
Jacksonville Divisions Postmaster Robert 
Hodges and ]ane Hodges , manager of 
commercial accounts for the U.S .  Postal 
Service , discuss how it works . with customers, please be sure to get a complete and accurate address, so when i t's entered on the master fi le, it can be read by the pre-barcode equipment." If you'd like a tour of Mail Operations, please call Fred Gatl in at (904) 79 1 -6236. ■ 
- ___ 
Jacksonville -- "This way to the dinosaur 
exhibit "  read the signs announcing Debbie 
Wilson's forty-something birthday.  Creative 
Services ' Graphic Designer Rog
er Morton 
dramatically decorated Wilson 's work space with a 
"yakadactyl" dinosaur, boulders , grass and other 
prehistoric paraphernalia. 
-..... ___  _  Pensacola - Thirty employees from BCBSF/Health Options ' 
Northwest Regional office participated in the Second Annual Seville 
Sertoma Fourth of July Celebration. The event featured a 5K run , a 
Fun Run and a "Walk of Honor" for military heroes returning from 
Operation Desert Storm. Approximately 700 runners participated in 
the 5K run , including BCBSF employees Debbie Boutwell and Dr. 
Paul Baraco. Sue Kever and Linda Ayers "worked all day" on the 
star-spangled celebration, which was attended lry about 10,000 people . 
CJr::> 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Marjorie Phillips , Curtis Long, Jeff Wollitz and Mario Rubio . On September 9, reporters from the state's major television stations and newspapers visited the River­side Home Office Complex to learn about Medicare myths and realities, fraud and abuse of the 
program, the company's role as intermediary and carrier, and what to expect for the future. Reporters also toured Medicare Part B operations, says Media Relations specialist Marjorie Phillips. 
The Human Resources I nformation Line is now operational both 
at the R iverside Home Office Complex and Freedom Commerce 
Centre .  
• Cal l 79 1 -6538 and press 1 to  hear a l isting o f  current job 
openings in the Rivers ide off ice , or press O to speak with some­
one in the Human Resources Department .  
• Ca l l  363-4062 and press 1 to hear a l ist ing of current openings 
at FCC, or press 0 to speak to someone in  the Human Re­
sources Department 
• There is st i l l  a bu l let in board .-nai lbox on the Riverside Avenue 
ASPEN system that wi l l  te l l  you al l the node numbers for ASPEN 
systems statewide. It also gives instructions on sending mes­
sages from one system to another. Access this bu l let in board 
mailbox by dial ing 5538 at R ivers ide, then mailbox 3000 . 
• Need an ASPEN refresher cou rse? Leave a message in the 
System Manager's mai lbox , which is mailbox 1 000. 
� 
Lita Clarkson Each year the company awards two $3,000 scholar­ships to sons and daughters of BCBSF employees. This year's Scholarship Award Program winners are Dana Gaus and Lita Clarkson. Dana, daughter of John and Mary Rose Gaus, received the H.A.Schroder award. Dana graduated from Bishop Kenny High School and is attending the University of South Florida. Li ta, daughter of Shirley Smith, received the J .W. Herbert Award. Lita graduated from Jean Ri baul t High School and is attending the University of North Florida. Dana Gaus 
United Way 
Update 
The 1992 United Way fundraising campaign is in full swing, Unlt.ed way says Karen Morris, campaign coordinator. "Our corporate goal is $300,000. We're depending on employees to make generous donations this year so we can meet our goals and provide vital financial support to the United Way." To encourage employee attendance and thank employees who participate in this year's campaign, there will be a number of different incentives and prizes offered throughout the campaign, which runs from September 30 to October 31. If you attend a United Way rally and tum in your completed pledge card, you'll be immediately eligible for a chance at a door prize. Prizes include dinners for two at local, upscale restaurants or a weekend stay at one of several area luxury hotels. One drawing will be held at the end of each day of rallies. At the rallies, if you're willing to volunteer that you are pledging one-half percent or one percent of your salary, you'll be eligible to win grand prizes, including a hot-air balloon ride for two; a $250 Publix gift certificate, or a $250 
WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A BOSS 
If you're a boss - or want to be one - consider what some 
employees told us about their bosses.  In a recent survey of 200 
randomly selected workers , we found: 
• Three out of every four  bosses have personal t raits that bother 
employees. Those ment ioned most frequently: not l istening wel l ,  
being ambiguous and communicat ing poorly. 
• Half of those surveyed said their jobs would be more pleasant if 
their bosses were better communicators . Only 2 percent of the 
workers said that low pay or other compensation issues bother 
them. Also important : Nearly one of every fou r  people we talked 
to said that bosses exercise too much contro l ,  set unreal istic 
goals and fail to put priorities on tasks assigned . 
• Workers want bosses to offer more feedback, better d i rections 
and more information about what's happening in the company. 
To succeed, a good boss must :  
• Work on becoming a "people person." Always consider the 
employees' viewpoint .  Go out of your way to talk to everyone 
who reports to you every day. Treat your employees the way you 
want them to treat your best customers .  
• Be clear on deadlines and expectations. Let employees 
know that assignment A is more important than assignment B. 
• Provide feedback regularly. Don't wait for an annual perfor­
mance review. Praise people when they do a good job. Point out 
problems when the job isn't going right and explain how the 
problems might be solved. 
• Realize that employees like to get Information about the 
company from their immediate bosses. Be sure that manag­
ers are gett ing the i nformation as quickly as possible. As General 
George Patton said , " I nformation is l ike eggs : the fresher the 
better. " 
Source: Communications Briefings, August 1 99 1 . 
Service Merchandise gift certificate. The winners will be notified after all the rallies have been held. Employees statewide will be eligible to win the grand prize. 
er::> 
If you need more information ab the United Way or this year's camp:: call Karen Morris at (904) 791-412E Marcy Sherrer at 791-6898. ■ 
Get ready, get set, DRAW! 
1 exciting contest!: Attention moms and dads , grandmothers and 
andfathers and aunts and uncles of talented artists ages 5 to 14 --
jBSF is sponsoring a poster contest to help illustrate this year's United 
3.y theme: "It's Good To Have The Blues Behind You. " Posters will be 
:lged on how well they illustrate this theme. • Wonderful prizes: Tro­
ties will be awarded in three age categories : 5-7 ; 8-10 and 11-14. There 
11 be first, second and third place prizes in each category. All entrants 
m will be eligible for a drawing for a $100 savings bond. A panel of 
:lges will decide the winners. • Materials needed: White poster board 
1.y size) ; crayons, paints, markers or any other colorful art medium. • 
�nd posters to: Marcy Sherrer, Employee Relations, Riverside Home 
lice Complex, lC. Please include your name, location and phone number 
. the back of the poster. Also clearly write your child's name and age. You 
n use the handy form provided in this issue of Profile. • Deadline: Octo­
r 9, 1991. • Winners announced: October 31 ,  1991 .  • Questions? Call 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
United Way Poster Contest 
''It's Good To Have The Blues Behind United Way'' 
Entry Form (tape to back of poster) 
Employee's 
Dept.. _____ _ name 
Location. ______________ �Phone _______ _ 
Child's name ________________ A.ge _____ _ 
Please return through interoffice mail to: 





rerdue fol Hughes 
� your wildest guess about the stressful jobs in the country. dent of the United States ; sixth. But what's higher on ist? In the most stressful jobs :he secretarial position ranks 1d - right after coal miners, ust before air traffic control, 
f their own admission, most :1.gers could not function ently without a good secretary. yet, over the years, secretaries ally haven't received the :ct they deserve. :ofessional Secretaries Intema, tl, or PSI, may just change that. s the leading organization of caries dedicated to being the �nized lead�rs of office profes, tls and to enhance their ridual and collective value, e, competence and influence. 
EMPLOYEES ONLY 
"A secretary already has the basic skills," Srubbs explains. ''The CPS rating is for the career,oriented secretary who wants to be identified as 
I ts members meet monthly to exhange ideas, problem solve, make professional contacts and, in general, learn more about their chosen career. Judi Stubbs and Paul Jennings . . l ,, excepttona . "It's a great way to broaden your experience and share ideas," says Judi Stubbs, a member of PSI and a BCBSF secretary in Direct Markets. "I find myself using a lot of the things I've learned through PSI." One of PSI's major secretarial boosts is the Certified Professional Secretary (CPS} rating. The CPS rating can only be gained by taking a six,part examination administered by PSI. You won't find typing or shorthand among the six subjects, though. The exam covers behav, ioral science in business, business law, economics and management, accounting, office administration and communication and office technology. 
Some employers recognize secretaries who have attained CPS certification by giving salary bonuses. Although BCBSF is not one of them, Stubbs says the company will pay for the courses, study materials and test costs. "I got a lot of support from my boss (Paul Jennings, vice president of Direct Markets. }  And I feel more well, rounded because of the courses I took. Having that designation on your nameplate shows initiative and drive," she says. "Plus, it looks great on a resume." Call Judi Stubbs for more information about the CPS certification process. Her number is (904) 79 1 ,8553. ■ G O L D E N  ! 
� variety of 1 992 Olympic items are now .vailable for sale through the Employees' ; 1ub, says David Ojeda, club president. A ortion of the money raised from the sale of 1ese items goes to the U . S. Olympic Team. Samples of the kinds of merchandise vailable from the Blue Cross and Blue 




The following individuals, with their job title and location noted, celebrated anniversaries in September: 
-:r-Janet Adamson, Operation Analyst, ]MA . . .  Helena N. Armorer, Super, visor, Medical Review, HOC. .. 
Len.nan Ashley, Master Contract ID Specialist, FC2 ... Barbara C. Baxley , Operations Analyst II, JMA. .. Lori G. Bumey, Claims Service Repre, sentative III, FC2 . . .  Steven P. Brock, Correspondence Representative B, FC2 ... Dorothy E. Campbell, Micrographics Product Clerk, HOC ... Joan E. Carr, Supervisor, Medicare B, Claims Processing, HOC... Sharon L. Creech, Secretary C, PEN ... Gloria A. Curinton, Correspondence Representative B, HOC ... Norman K. Dunn, Auditor III, JPO ... Myrna Dunham, Cus­tomer Service Representative B, JXM ... Jackie D. Ellis , Hearing Analyst, HOC ... James E. Florit, Customer Service Rep B, FCl .. .  Thomas W. Fuller, Customer Service Representative B, FC2 ... Frederick E. Hendricks , Manager, PBOTraining, FC2 ... David W. Hotchkiss ,  Financial Analyst II, HOI, HOC. .. Jean B. Jordan, Supervisor Medicare B Communi, cations, HOC ... Duane E. Jones, Financial Analyst III HOI 
Understanding the MediScript program 
Prescription drug costs for employees exceeded $800,000 in 1 990. This number is now more than the claims cost of our Dental Assistance Program. BCBSF implemented the MediScript program to help address this growing cost. MediScript , BCBSF's prescription drug program for PPO and Traditional subscribers, can save you money - and it 's easy to use. Your first step is to select a participating pharmacy (there are more than 1 ,900 participating pharmacies statewide, includ ing Albertsons, Eckerd Drug, Rite-Aid, Walgreen and Wal-Mart , plus many other chains and independent pharmacies. ) When you visit the participating pharmacy to f i l l  a prescription, take your BCBSF identif ication card with you. You must show the card to get the lower MediScript price. If you phone in your prescription or refi l l  request, be sure to mention that you 're a part of the MediScript program. There's a special MediScript claim form. When completing the form, fil l in the subscriber information section, attach your phar­macy receipts and mail to the address shown on the claim form. It's that easy! Here are a few of the common questions employees have about the MediScript program: 
Is this a co-pay card program? Med iScript is not like a co-pay card program where you always pay the same amount for a prescription regardless of its cost. You pay the entire amount due . However, the amount due is based on allowances that the company has negotiated with every participating pharmacy for each covered prescription drug. 
How can I find out if my pharmacy participates in the 
MediScript program? Copies of the directory that l ist participat­ing pharmacies are available from the Compensation and Benef its department. Cal l (904) 79 1 -6923 ( RHOC) or 363-4624 (FCC). It's also a good idea to check with your pharmacy first. 
What if I need to have a prescription fil led at a 
nonparticipating pharmacy - or one that's not in Florida? The MediScript program provides a reasonable allowance for drugs purchased from nonparticipating pharmacies or from pharmacies out of the state. Does MediSCript cover both generic and brand-name drugs? Yes. BCBSF negotiated allowances for generic and brand-name drugs. 
Who can I cal l if I have a problem with the MediScrlpt pro­
gram? Your customer service number is 1 (800) 654-1 799. 
� 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's Corporate Objectives These are the company's strategic objectives for 1991. Plans and initiatives under, taken this year should be in support of one or more of these objectives: Excellent Service We will provide to our customers predictable, under, standable, hassle,free service that is consistent with their expectations at purchase and that minimizes the need for customer involvement with payment to providers. Financial Strength We will maintain Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida as a financially strong and competi, tive organization. Market Share We will attain dominant private market share consistent with financial soundness, delivery of superior service and our overall provider strength. National Association We will support a strong, effective national organization of plans. Organizational Effectiveness We will develop and maintain an effective, highly motivated and productive organization. Provider Relationships We will create sustainable competitive advantage through effective business relationships with providers. Public Understanding We will gain public and governmental understanding, acceptance and support of corporate policies, programs and actions. 
Won Jae Kim, Systems Analyst PAS, FCl . . .  Lisa M. Loncarevic, Professional Services Representa, tive, MIA. . .  Richard L. Maxwell, Software Technician, HOC. .. Gayla M. Mixon, Customer Service Representative C, HOC . . .  Guadalupe Moreira, Clerk C, MIA . . .  Hiyam E.  Odeh, Section Leader IX, 
FC2 .. .]ohn S .  Olson, Claims Examiner B, HOC . . .  Estarlina C. Ortiz, Accounting Analyst B, JPO . . .  Virginia L.  Parsons, Supervisor, Utilization Review, HMO, SAR . . .  Selmer G .  Pettis , Clerk C, HOC. . .  Mark G .  Ratliff, Correspondence Representative B, HOC. . .  Alicia Reddy, Section Leader, Medical Service, FTL . . .  Kenneth P .  Reese, Supervisor, Medicare B Communi, cations, HOC. . .  Florine L Richardson, Correspondence Representative B, HOC. . .  Belinda R .  Roberts, Claims Service Repre, sentative Ill, FC2 . . .  T. C. Robertson, Manager Subscriber Service, FC2 . . .  Beatrice H. Robinson, Prior Approval Coordina, tor, UBM . . .  Robin D. Robison, Correspondence Representative B, HOC . . .  Michael L. Sampson, Correspondence Representative B, HOC. .. Jeanie M. Smith, Correspon, dence Representative B, HOC . . .  Lauren D. Smith, Project Manager, Facility Relocation, FC2 . . .  Stephanie Smith, Control Clerk B, FCl . . .  Lorraine J .  Stegmaier, Correspon, dence Representative B, HOC. . .  Patricia D .  Stevenson, Correspon, dence Representative B, HOC. . .  Lisa Stewart, Section Leader IX, FCl . . .  Pamela Stubbs, Correspon, dence Representative B, FC2 . . .  
� 
Darryl F .  Smith, Internal Auditor, EDP Senior, HOC. . .  Debra C. Stack, Secretary B, FCl . . .  Jana L. Tennant, Correspondence Representative B, HOC. . .  
ten years 
Donna K. Fortes, Senior Operations Analyst, HOC. .. Brenda] .  Jones, Medical Procedure Code Analyst, UBM . . .  Patricia A .  Kendrick, Correspondence Representative B, HOC. . .  Robert M .  Mahoney,  Project Consultant C, HOC. . .  Darlene McAllister, District Group Special, ist, PEN . . .  Socorro Pendola, Cus, tomer Service Representative B, MIA . . .  Stephen S .  Quindoza, Provider Education Specialist, RIV . . .  Dale Roberts , Section Leader IX, FC 1. . .  Adelaida C. Sapin, Fraud & Abuse Analyst, HOC. . .  Lillie B .  Simpson, Medicare B Comrnunica, tions, SWD . . .  Joanne E .  White, Accounting Clerk C, HOC . . .  
fi.fteen years Barbara S .  Adcock, Collection Specialist, HOC. .. Babette Carmichael, Customer Service Rep B, FCl . . .  Teresa M. Eckert, Section Leader Technical Specialist, HOC . . .  Luli S .  Ferrer, Senior Quality Analyst, FCl . . .  Erin L .  
Haas, Marketing Coordinator, National Accounts, FCl . . .  Debra T. Hall, Manager Subscriber Service, 
FC2 .. .Donald M .  Hardeman, Director Systems Services, HOC. . .  
"We think we can handle anything that comes across our desk. We are primarily investigators now," says Bradford. The unit also is focusing more on prosecution. "We don't just want money," says Bradford. "We want prosecution and publicity, too." Hammaker agrees. "We want convictions. The idea is that if we are effective, people will think twice." "In our system there are holes," he says. "We can help Operations and Audit look at the system and criticize it." The holes are varied - and the scams are creative. One of Bradford's most memorable cases involved a woman who seemed to 
be addicted to surgery. Her surgical operations ranged from a hysterectomy to an abortion a few months later. "She ran up a $30,000 tab," says Bradford, "but she never had anesthesia during her operations and never took sick days from work afterwards. She used other claims to bilk Medicare out of $35,000 using her grandfather's Medicare coverage. Bradford also recalled a situa, tion where a man conned people into believing he was a doctor. "Somehow he got a provider code and set up a practice with a couple of other doctors," she says. "He was so good that the other doctors didn't know he was a fraud until he was arrested." 
Fraud - Willful and intentional taking of money, property or other corporate assets. This includes actions such as: billing for services not rendered, theft of cash, falsifying expense reports and so on. 
Abuse - Manipulating the current system to get more out than what is put in. This can be done through fragmentation, overutilization or upcoding. In these cases, services are per­formed, but they are inflated and manipulated to earn more money. 
Fragmentation - Billing a package deal as individual compo­nents. For example, a thyroid exam and lab results may cost $20 as a package,  but if billed separately ,  the total bill can reach $700. 
Overutilization - Ordering and billing for unnecessary or repetitive services that aren't medically necessary. For example , a physician may bill for frequent, repeated laboratory tests when previous results were adequate. 
Upcoding - Billing for a more complex procedure than what was actually performed in order to be paid more. For example, coding the removal of a 3-millimeter mole as the removal of a 2-centimeter mole. This simple upcoding would earn a physician $200 . 
Profl l lng - Comparing a physician's practice to practices of his peers to help identify potential fraudulent or abusive billing practices. For example, it would be unusual for a dermatologist in one area to be billing claims of $300,000 when other derma­tologists in the same area were billing claims of $90,000 . 
� 
In a more recent case, claims auditor Dot Griggs uncovered a scam of a man who was using hi deceased father's insurance care The man, named after his fathet had been using the card for two years. Because they shared the s: name, hospitals, doctors and dentists accepted the card; espe, cially when the son also present1 driver's license as identification. This case was discovered by hea care auditor Ken Loeb during a routine hospital audit. The success of the SIU in thE cases and many others has broug broad recognition to the unit . "\ were the only private company invited to participate in a healtl services fraud task force put together by the U.S. attorney in Miami," says Hammaker. This recognition is no accide1 "We have people who know wh, they are doing and can do aggre sive investigations," he says. The SIU can investigate any time they suspect that fraud is taking place. To carry out these investigations, they have the authority to get the records and documents they need from the company. Once a case is initiate, investigators can search until th< are satisfied. Then they take it tc the U.S. or state attorney for prosecution if warranted. If you suspect fraud or abuse, 1 your supervisor or contact the SI They have a hotline, too. Call 1 (800) 678,8355 or (904 ) 636,68 "Although not every referral will result in a confirmed case of fraui or abuse, any piece of informatio could help us curb these activitie says Hammaker. "They cost all o in the long run." ■ 
B v  K A T H Y  H A R P E R  In 1989, the Special Investiga­tions Unit recovered $434,000 and in 1990, they recovered $515,900. This year, Hammaker expects the number to be more than a million dollars. 
Code name: Blue Vice. Operation Commander: Chuck Hammaker. Team Leader: Nancy Bradford. 
Recovering this money is important to everyone, especially consumers. "Five to 15 percent of all payouts are fraud related," says Bradford. "And consumers are paying for i t  through their insur­ance premiums." 
Team Background: U.S. Postal Inspection Service, Secret Service, FBI, U.S. Customs Service, New York City Detective Bureau, Army Military Police, Jacksonville Sheriff's Office. 
Since i ts 1983 beginnings, the Special Investigations Unit has moved among several different divisions. It started in Internal Audit, went to Audit Administra­tion, went back to Internal Audit, then settled in the Legal Depart­ment. Mission: To stop, deter and make restitution for fraud. this sound like a briefing for a : government mission? Well, t. It's a description of the :P Special Investigation Unit. assignment is to put an end to nee fraud. Some people may the SIU is a new division, but ly the unit has been around ,F for a while .  It's just used J different disguises. 1e development of the unit en kind of an evolution," says � Hammaker, director of ty and Asset Protection. �volution has been rather l." e unit was started in 1983 he Blue Cross and Blue . Association held a confer­,n fraud. "In the beginning, n't think anyone would steal s," says Nancy Bradford, :er of the Special Investiga­Jnit . "After this conference, 
we started looking into it and that's when our thinking began to change." ''The company realized that fraud was costing a lot of money," says Hammaker, "and tried to put a dent in i t." 
During this time, the division grew and changed i ts focus. In 1989, the staff went from four people with claims and auditing backgrounds to thirteen people who had strong investigative back­grounds and auditing experience. 
"Our examiners have been very good at catch ing fraud," 
says Nancy Bradford, manager of the Special I nvest igations 
Unit. She offers some t ips to help identify potential fraudu lent 
claims. The fo l lowing are claims that employees should regard 
as suspicious : • Receiving a batch of claims from a physician 
where the subscriber and the physician have the same address .  
• Foreign claims with cancer diagnoses o r  other major health 
problems. Recently, there have been a number of fraudu lent 
Nigerian claims. ''They have a 99 percent chance of being phony," 
says Bradford. • Out-of-state claims for cancer or depression .  
Another trend has been people go ing to  weight-loss faci l ities and 
fil ing claims for depression treatment. • Mu ltiple family members 
having the same i l lness, diagnosis and treatment .  • Patients who 
have numerous surgeries without anesthesia or other necessary 
services , such as x-rays , labs or hospital admissions. 
� 
Richard N. Harnage, Systems Development Analyst, HOI, GIL. . .  
Gladys M. Hill, Clerk A, HOC. . .  
Rhoda B .  Martin, Clerk B, FCl . . .  
Naomi M .  Miller, Outgoing Mail Coordinator, HOC . . .  Phillip J .  
Sikora, Senior Investigator/Supervi­sor, JPR . . .  Sharon ] .  Stefanski, Supervisor, Medicare B Communi­cations, HOC. . .  Sylvia ] .  Stevens, Institutional Audit Systems Analyst, HOC . . .  Sandra L .  Thomas , Fraud & Abuse Analyst, HOC. . .  
Darlene E .  Williams , Supervisor Medicare B, Claims Services, HOC. . .  
twentu uears 
Jeanne M .  Boger, Claims Examiner B, ]MA . . .  Carolyn Chatham, Group Accounting Specialist, HOC . . .  
Vonnise Cobb, Scheduler, HOC . . .  
Susan G. Demers , Income Alloca­tion Clerk, FC2 . . .  Annie M. 
Freeman, Claims Service Represen� tative Ill . . .  Rosemarie Smolenski, HIS Project Manager, UBM . . .  Sarah A. Thompson, Customer Service Representative B, MIA . . . Frances L. 
Wingate, Accounting Analyst A, HOC. 
Correction: Durwood Allen, who celebrated his Z0�year anniversary last month, is an Operations Analyst in Production Control/ Technical Support. 
New 
Employees 
We welcome the following new employees - hired through July 15  and noted by their job title and location - to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida: 
David B .  Angevine, Health Industry Analyst, HOC. .. Leslie D. Argoff, Secretary A, MIA. . .  
Sally T. Ayala, ORL . . .  Erin T. 
Babcock, Claims Service Rep Trainee, FCl . . .  Sheila R. Bishop, HOC. . .  Montreal Brooks, Ship� ping Clerk A, HOC . . .  Katherine 
] .  Brown, HOC . . .  Vanessa D. 
Burney , Undergrad Program Candidate, HOC. . .  Sandra A. 
Carter, Secretary A, JMA . . . 
Elizabeth A. Cockram, Payroll, HOC. . .  Frances W. Cox-Myers , PEN . . .  Kallie M. Donaldson, Clerk C, FCZ . . .  Mechtild H. 
Donoho, Financial Analyst, Cash Disbursement, HOC. .. William F.  
Dyer, Clerk B,  HOC. . .  Marcia L.  
Elder, Secretary B, GIL. . .  
Francisco J .  Garcia, Short Order Service Rep, HOC . . .  Fred K.  
Gazaleh, HOC . . .  Jonah M. 
Goldsmith, HOC. . .  Betty L .  
Harper, Medical Analyst RN, HOC, Elliott C. Heath, Opera­tion Analyst II, FC2 . . .  Cindy L. 
Higgins , Research Clerk B, 
� 
]MA. . .  Lori A. Jacobs , Group Accounting Specialist, FCZ . . . 
Christopher M .  Johnson, Business Analyst, CMIR, HOC. .. Irene 
Kantis , Correspondence Repre� sentative B, FCl . . .  Albert A. 
Lukaszewski, Operation Analyst II, JMA. .. Cynthia A. Martin, Policy Issue, FCL. . .  Lorraine 0. 
McKee, Secretary A, HOC . . .  
Shawn E .  Mitchell, Safety and Security Trainee, HOC . . .  Linda S .  Mitrosky, Senior Systems Programmer, HOC. . .  Robin M .  
Mock, Customer Service Rep B, FC2 . . .  Lissette Nino, Clerk D, Human Resources, MIA . . .  David M. O'Steen, Customer Service Rep B, FCZ . . .  Leeann N .  Parrish, Customer Service Rep B, FC2 . . .  
Theresa L .  Patterson, Group Accounting Specialist, FC2 . . .  
Diane R .  Pawlish, Claims Service Rep Trainee, FC l ... Louie F .  Ramos, Shipping Clerk A, HOC. .. Jennifer F. Regan, Professional Recruiter, HOC . . .  
Nancy M.  Rhoden, Customer Service Rep B, FC2 . . .  Deborah ]. 
Schaefer, HOC. . .  Lisa M .  Sierra, Med B Customer Service, HOC . . .  Terryann Stallings, 
FC2 . . .  Jeffrey A. Turner, Group Accounting Specialist, FC2 . . .  
Michelle M. Vichich, Group Accounting Specialist, FC2 . . .  
Mary ] .  Whitaker, Claims Service Rep 1 1, FCl . . .  Raymond 
L. Wood, Systems Analyst II, HTF 
Survey Says: 
Face-to-lace 
is best ... By Rejeanne Davis Ashley 
When 1,500 BCBSF employees statewide were asked to participate in an employee communications survey*, the response was tremen­dous. More than 70 percent of the employees polled returned their surveys and provided helpful feedback that the Public Relations department is now using in its 1992 planning. Employees rated overall com­pany communications and specific communications vehicles. For 
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and where they prefer to get their 
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practical reasons, I'll focus primarily on the responses that deal with Profile, but I'l l also show you how employees rated overall communi­cations (including meetings, all­employee memos and publications) : 
i!ilillilllllllllliililli1ili:i!iil 
� 
get information primarily from their supervisors and through other face-to-face commu­nications and meetings is a positive development. In previous years, employees said they'd rather receive 
You Make The 
Dillerence By Tom Dunn, vice president of NationaVCorporate Accounts Operations and Corporate Chair­man of the BCBSF United Way Campaign, 1992 
"It's Good To Have The Blues Behmd United Way" 
'5 you can tel l  from the cover photo, I recently visited Woodland Acres Boys and Girls Club, one of the many community programs and services funded by United Way. I was greeted there by an enthusiastic crowd of children, all ready to tell me how much they enjoyed their after-school activities -cheerleading, football, basketball and other games. In addition to athletic and social activities, the Boys and Girls Club program offers boys and girls from low-income and high-crime areas special services such as tutoring, homework assistance, job place­ment and personal counseling. Reaching out to special kids like those at Woodland Acres is just one way the United Way is able reach people in need and make a positive difference in their lives. There are many others. Through its 56 member agencies, the United Way actively promotes volunteerism and works year-round to solve community problems like homelessness, hunger, il literacy and poverty. 
FROM THE TOP 
As the corporate chairman for this year's campaign, my goal is to increase your awareness of the United Way and to strongly encourage your participation in the company's effort to raise funds for this worthy agency. Together, we can make a difference in the quality of life in our community. We can help provide quality day care for chil­dren of working parents. We can provide opportunities for young people and adults to learn to read. We can give hope to a teenager whose life is already clouded by alcohol or drugs. All it takes is a simple donation of money or time - or both. For $2 a week, we can provide nutritious hot meals to a homeless child. For $5 a week we can provide 
place to live. You've collected fc for the needy, donated clothing victims of a flood or fire, or offe1 help to an elderly neighbor. To each of you who has give1 money, time and effort, thank ye You know in your heart that ym have made a difference. To thos you who have not yet made a financial donation, or are not already involved in some type o1 volunteer service, I urge you to please get involved. The management team at BO is strongly committed to the Unit Way campaign this year. Many 01 employees are pledging their supp Together, we need to raise $300,C - a 23 percent increase over last y, contribution. Remember how fortunate we c with our work, our families, our 
Tom Dunn visits Woodland Acres Boys and Girls C transportation for an elderly person who needs medical attention. For $10 a week, we can provide individual and group counseling for the family of an alcoholic. Many of you already are in­volved in volunteer work that makes our community a better 
er:> 
churches, our sense of communit)i Remember, too, " It's Good To H2 The Blues Behind United Way." For today and for the future, please pledge your support. ■ 
C O N T E N T S 
FEATUR E  
ission Investigate: Uncovering Fraud and Abuse - The company's Special vestigations Unit expects to recover more than a million dollars this year. .. 
DEPARTMENTS 
om The Top -Tom Dunn reminds employees "It's Good To Have The ues Behind United Way." 
nployees Only -The secret to success for secretaries; incentives to give the :1ited Way. 
orida Focus -Partners in Achievement takes business training into the tssroom; revive your cost center with CPR, the Corporate Print Reduction )gram. 
The Spotlight -A friendly visit with Russian sailors; a QWL brainstorm es everything but dampen the spirits of the Facilities and Office Services 1ision; new equipment will save the company $400,000 a year; people in e news; service anniversaries and new employees. 
1stScript -Survey says: more communication is key . . .  
SNAPSHOTS 
treer Corner - What it takes to be a boss. 
mager's Memo -Essentials of caring leadership. 
r Your Benefit - What the MediScript program means to you . . .  
1 the cover: Tom Dunn visits kids at Woodland Acres Boys and Girls Club, e of many community programs and services that receives funding from the 1ited Way. BCBSF, a corporate sponsor of the United Way, encourages all tployees to pledge their financial support during this year's fundraising npaign. Cover photograph by Kelly LaDuke. 
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Contributors Sam Abood, Dan 
Briggs, Catherine Carpenter, 
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RESPONDENTS: Job level Non,exempt .. . . .. .... . . . . . . . . . . .  56 percent Professional... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 29 percent 
information in print. While this is good news for those of us who like to write, it is bad news for trees. When you consider the number of all, ililillltt1ililillllllll111 
Managerial. . .  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12 percent Executive .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . ... . . . . . . .. 2 percent Gender .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·•·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· . . ·.·.·.·.·. ·.·.·.·.·.··.·.·.·.·.· 
1 1■11111 llll11111!11111illltllli1 Female . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 4 percent employee memos, flyers, reports, updates and departmental newsletters that •ltili1Iltl
11111illilll!ll 
Male . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .  23 percent Location Northeast region . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60 percent 
cross your desk each week, it's easy to see why face,to, face communications and meetings are gaining popularity. Feeling the way I do about meetings, and understanding that I will read a cereal box, I have to tell you that this trend away from printed materials troubles me. I attribute it to the fact that people are so busy they have no time to read, and also to the fact that at most of the meetings held at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, there is free food. Al though there is no free food in Profile, it earns favorable ratings. [See chart 4] There is room for improvement. There always is. So you'll begin to see changes in Profile's design and contents over the next few months, beginning in this issue. I'll keep 
testing the changes with you to make sure it meets your needs; you can help by completing and returning reader survey cards as they appear in future issues. Of course there is more, much more, about communications. But in the interest of space and time, I'll just share one more chart that shows who responded to the survey. If you're interested in the complete survey results, let me know.■ 
.·· ·ft)IAJ✓e �.') km2 
Southern region . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  19 percent Central region . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 percent West Coast region . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 percent Northwest region . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .3 percent Longevity of employment Less than one year. . . . . . . . . . . .  11 percent 1,J years . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  JO percent 4,6 years . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 percent 7, 10 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .  11 percent 11 years or more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 7 percent 
" The survey was conducted in early 199 1. 1 ,500 surveys were distributed 
to a random sample of employees; 1,053 were completed and returned. 
The survey results were analyzed by the Public Relations and Market 
Research departments. Bordner Research Inc. , in Clearwater, Florida, 
helped design the survey. We also appreciate the help of Human 
Resources, the Print Shop and Mail Operations. The margin of error for 
this survey at the 95 percent confidence level is plus or minus 3 percent. 
For more information, contact Public Relations at (904) 79 1-4216 or 6329. 
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child a number. 
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A telephone number, that is. 'Cause if you're at work when the children come 
home from school, they should know how to reach you. 
And be sure to: 
□ Have them check in with a trusted neighbor. 
□ Teach them to keep the door locked and not let anyone in without your 
perm1ss10n. 
iliJ.j.\illl/!tJ.IAUIHJ,i A message from _ _ the Nat10nal Cnme Prevent10n Council in partnership with ADT. 
Provided by: 
Blue Cross and Blue Sh ie ld 
of Florida's Safety and 
,_ Security Department 
